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PROTECTING
YOUR CONTAINERISED CARGOES
FROM MOISTURE DAMAGE
www.nordicdry.com

MISSION STATEMENT
To provide our customers the complete
peace of mind that their containerised
cargoes of goods will be delivered
completely free of moisture related
damage or degradation.

OUR COMMITMENT
To completely control moisture in
shipping containers by providing
goods and services that are highly
effective, competitively priced, whilst
minimising any impact on the
environment.

YOUR ECO-FRIENDLY
DESSICANT

HOW OUR EXPERTISE HELPS YOU
Our team has over 30 years of experience fighting humidity related
problems in shipping containers and equipment storage.
We work hand in hand with our customers, personally analyzing
each container, rig and vessel and carrying out the necessary tests
to determine:
1. The type & quantity of product to be used
2. The strategic placement of the desiccant
3. How the used product can be recycled and reused in your supply
chain.
Contact us to arrange a shipping trial for you.

NON-TOXIC | ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY | EFFICIENT | ABSORBS TWICE ITS WEIGHT

NORDIC

LIFE CYCLE
FINISHED
PRODUCT

Nordic
Green

NATURAL
RAW MATERIALS

NON
TOXIC
GUARANTEE

Coco Peat
CaCl2

RECYCLED
PRODUCTS

Oil Absorbant
Animal Bedding
Nordic Green
Weedicide
De-icer
CaCl2 Brine
LCM Material

We help you to eliminate humidity related
problems during the shipment and storage
of your products and equipment.
Your containerised cargoes whilst in transit
can undergo extreme variations in
temperature and subsequent humidity
variations. The swings in humidity can cause
serious damaged due to mold, mildew,
fungus, corrosion, rust caking and general
product degradation. Nordic desiccants will
control the humidity below the dew point to
ensure the conditions giving rise to such
damage do not occur.
No matter what your products are;
agricultural, metal, electronics, furniture,

"Nordic Dry has been veriﬁed
to be 100% Non-Toxic by the
ALS Laboratory Service and
speciﬁcally free of Acrylamide,
which can be prevalent in
some starch based desiccants.
Nordic is approved for use in
all transportation of food and
agricultural products."

resins, canned food, detergents, we can
protect your precious cargoes to ensure they
arrive in same the condition that they were
shipped, reducing subsequent cargo claims,
saving you money and time.
Using Nordic Dry Desiccants will ensure that
you continue to satisfy your customers by
delivering goods to specification and free of
damage, minimizing claims, while
maximizing profits.
And above all, our solutions have been
extensively tested and confirmed to be
non-toxic and are 100% recyclable
minimising impact upon health and the
environment.

CUSTOMERS SPEAK
“Nordic offers a high quality desiccant
product but just as important, they offer
excellent customer service. In my
experience, Nordic is very proactive in
checking to see that their product is
working the way they claim it to work”

“I highly recommend the Nordic Dry
desiccant product to any shipper looking to
minimise moisture related problems with
their cargo. I have used Nordic product …
and found it to greatly reduce these
problems in a cost effective manner.”

A.R.
Maritime Cargo Insurance Broker

J.T
Large U.S. Agricultural Commodities Dealer

Contact us for more information or to conduct a trial operation
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Nordic Dry
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